Global Premier Soccer
EDP 2015 Curriculum -Phase 2
8 Week Training Program

Why the Early Development Program?
The 4 pillars of development
TECHNICAL

SOCIAL

Advanced Technical Training
All sessions are focussed on ball familiarity and developing
technique with an emphasis encouraging players to confident,
creative and comfortable on the ball.

Fun Learning Environment
Creating a learning culture that caters for all learning styles
and encourages discovery and play in a safe and secure but
challenging environment.

The EDP program offers both training and a game day component that will be focused on individual player development by
providing players the opportunity to express themselves in a
conditioned small sided game environment.

PHYSICAL

PSYCHOLOGICAL

FUNdementals
FUNdamentals of movement (FOM)
Eg. Agility, Balance and Coordination

Elite Professional Coaching
Education from highly qualified coaches who are skilled in
the soccer education of young players and developing
confidence, self-esteem & motivation

FUNdamental movement skills (FMS)
Eg. Jogging, Running, Hopping, Skipping and
Sending and Receiving skills
Football functional movement (FFM)
Eg. Movements that are integral to the game

GPS - EDL - 5v5 Scheme - Philosophy
Benefits for the 5v5 method:
Limited instructional coaching - The game is the teacher
Simple to set up
Simplifies the choices in possession [pass, dribble, shoot]
More player participation
Different games bring different problems to solve and skills used
More touches of the ball
More passes attempted
More 1v1’s attempted
More goals scored
When used, keeper participation is greatly increased
No refs
No results recorded
No positions, just footballers
Children take responsibility
Re-creating the Environment
Plenty of individual possession, ball control and touches
Trying new skills without fear of ridicule or recrimination
Taking players on and challenging defenders
Little or no pressure from significant others (parents, coaches)
A vibrant, creative and fun atmosphere
Program
The games format is adaptable and can easily accommodate up to 68
players, including goalkeepers, at very short notice.
Teams
No player sits out any game; because of the varied 5v5 formats, teams
of 5 from the same Club may even play against each other!
Substitutions
If a team has more than 5 players then, substitutes are brought into
the game on a strict rotational basis.

Game Duration / Referees
Each game lasts for 8 min and there are no referees. By refereeing themselves,
player co-operation is fostered and the young players consistently learn to take
more responsibility for their own actions.
Scoring / Goals
Because so many goals are scored in the conditioned 5v5 games, scoring itself is
de-emphasised and no scores are held.
Playing Time
Each player plays a minimum of 6 games and there is a minimum 2-min break in
between each game for rest, rehydration and games organisation. This exerciseto-rest ratio increases energy levels and mental awareness during competitive
play.
Pitch Layout / Viewing Areas
The ‘roping off’ of pitches and the control of viewing areas purposely ensures that
the influence of parents, fans and others is kept strictly to a minimum. Parents
should routinely briefed on the aims and underlying philosophy of the Scheme.
There is very little overt coaching performed during competitive matches – no
raised voices, no disciplining and no playing-the-game-for-the-players. Instead,
consistent encouragement and praise are given to players of both teams for brave
attempts and creative decision-making.
Related to Training
5v5 matches are the focal point for the systematic technical training and ‘skills
homework’ undertaken by youth team members. In training and in matches,
players are routinely taught to take the initiative, take players on and ‘show their
tricks’. On the pitch, players are repeatedly encouraged to make their own
decisions. It is also considered that players who are routinely instructed to play
simply, eventually, will be only able to play simply. Players at this age, it is felt,
need time and encouragement to build the toolkit of skills they will use in future
years.

FORMATION - 5v5

At U8, GPS will not employ a numerical system.
At 5v5, teams will consist of 1 goalkeeper, 1 defender, 2 midfielders and 1 attacking player. Players will be exposed
to all roles in order to develop an understanding of playing in different areas of the field.
Players will be encouraged to interchange positions during game play.

GPS CURRICULUM INDEX
PHASE 2 INDEX
Week 1 -

Ball Mastery & Dribbling

Week 2 -

Dribbling & Turning

Week 3 -

Dribbling Under Pressure

Week 4 -

Passing

Week 5 -

Passing

Week 6 -

Attacking 1v1 Moves

Week 7 -

Attacking 1v1 Moves

Week 8 -

Attacking With An Overload

Week 1: Ball Mastery & Dribbling
TECHNICAL WARM UP

TECHNICAL PRACTICE

2
1
2

2
1

Dribbling - 4 Box Game
Set up/Rules
Ask players to run through the
boxes as many times as they can
in 45 seconds.
Challenges
Player now must change the way
they move each time they leave
a box. (challenge players to think
about different ways to move using
different parts of the body)
Each player now has a ball and
must dribble through as many
boxes as possible in 45 seconds
Change speed every time you leave
a box
Switch foot being used to dribble
the ball inside the box

3

1
Technical
Dribbling with both feet
Dribbling with head up
Manipulating ball with feet
Tactical
Scanning the field
Awareness of pressure & Space
Physical
Balance
Co-ordination
Speed
Psychological
Fun
Performing with positivity

Dribbling - 4 Box Game
Progression
Now have one player become a
tagger in central zone (defender
must hold ball under one arm).
Boxes now become safe zones.
Players get 1 point each time they
can dribble into a new box.
Defender gets 1 point for each
player they tag. If player is tagged
they stand with ball on their head
and can only be free when an attacker passes ball through their
legs.
Add 2/3/4 defenders
Coaching Points
Head up to see space & defender
Little touches to keep ball close
Dribble fast into space towards
free box

Technical
Dribbling with both feet
Dribbling with head up
Manipulating ball with feet
Tactical
Attacking space
Spatial Awareness
Awareness of pressure
Physical
Balance
Co-ordination
Agility
Psychological
Fun
Performing with positivity

Week 1: Ball Mastery & Dribbling
TACTICAL PRACTICE

SMALL SIDED GAME

2
2
1

3

2
1

3

4v4 Four Box Game
Field Size
30x40 yard area with 5 yard boxes
in each corner
Set up/Rules
Play 4v4. Teams score a point by
getting ball into any of the 4
corners and stopping the ball.
Progression
Make play directional and have
each team attack 2 boxes and
defend 2 boxes
Coaching Points
Dribble at speed into space
Head up to see free box
If one box is blocked can we attack
other box

1

2

Technical
Dribbling with both feet
Dribbling with head up
Turning
Tactical
Attacking 1v1
Exploiting space
When to pass/dribble
Physical
Balance
Co-ordination
Agility
Psychological
Creative thinking
Performing with positivity
Making better decisions

3

1
Small Sided Game - 4 goal game
Set up/Rules
Both teams play 1-1-2-1 formation.
Each team attack and defend 2
goals.
Coaching Points
Dribble at speed into space
Head up to see free box
If one goal is blocked can we attack
other goal

Technical
Dribbling with both feet
Dribbling with head up
Turning to change direction
Tactical
Understanding space
When to pass/when to dribble
Physical
Balance
Co-ordination
Stamina
Psychological
Fun
Performing with positivity
Working as a team

Week 2: Dribbling & Turning
TECHNICAL WARM UP

TECHNICAL PRACTICE

2
1
2

2
1

Turning
Set up/Rules
All players in the area dribbling
a ball. Players perform toe-taps,
foundations and different
movements
Progression
On coaches command players
dribble to the edge of the playing
area and perform a turn so to not
leave the area.
Coaching Points
Head Up
Dribble to space
Different surfaces of the foot to
move the ball
Change of speed after turn

3

1
Technical
Dribbling with both feet
Dribbling with head up
Tactical
Scanning the field
Awareness of pressure & Space
Physical
Balance
Co-ordination
Agility
Psychological
Fun
Performing with positivity

1v1 Two Goal Game
Set up/Rules
Split players into 2 teams. Defender
passes ball between the goals and
moves into area to defend both
goals. Attacker tries to score in
either goal. If defender wins the
ball they try and score.
Progression
Team competition - First team to
score 5 goals win.
Coaching Points
Head up to see space
Positive play to attack goal
Technique with execution of turn
Accelerate after turn

Technical
Dribbling with both feet
Receiving skills
Turning
Tactical
Spatial Awareness
Turning to exploit space
Physical
Balance
Co-ordination
Agility
Psychological
Fun
Performing with positivity

Week 2: Dribbling & Turning
TACTICAL PRACTICE

SMALL SIDED GAME

2
2
1

3

2
1

3

4v4 Gate Game
Set up/Rules
Play 4v4. Both teams
compete for the ball and try to
score by dribbling through and
turning back through any gate.
Progression
Same player can’t score 2 in a row
Can’t use the same turn twice in a
row
Coaching Points
Head up to see space and empty
gate
Positive play to attack gates
Technique with execution of turn
Accelerate after turn

1

2

Technical
Dribbling with both feet
Dribbling with head up
Turning
Tactical
Attacking 1v1
Exploiting space
Change point of attack
Physical
Balance
Co-ordination
Agility
Psychological
Creative thinking
Performing with positivity
Making better decisions

3

1
Small Sided Game - 4 goal game
Set up/Rules
Both teams play 1-1-2-1 formation.
Each team can score in any goal.
Can’t score in the same goal twice
in a row.
Progression
First team to score in all 4 goals win
Coaching Points
Head up to see space and empty
goal
Positive play to attack goals
Technique with execution of turn
Accelerate after turn

Technical
Dribbling with both feet
Dribbling with head up
Turning to change direction
Tactical
Understanding space
When to pass/when to dribble
Physical
Balance
Co-ordination
Stamina
Psychological
Fun
Performing with positivity
Working as a team

Week 3: Dribbling Under Pressure
TECHNICAL WARM UP

TECHNICAL PRACTICE

2
1
2

2
1

Dribbling & Passing
Set up/Rules
Players dribble into central square
and push ball with outside of the
foot through the gap and pass to
next cone. Ball is then passed to
start cone. Players follow pass.
Progression
Change direction
Coaching Points
Big touches to attack space
Outside of foot to push ball
through gap
Quality pass
Receive with back foot

3

1
Technical
Dribbling with both feet
Dribbling with head up
Use of various parts of the foot
Tactical
Scanning the field
Dribble or run with the ball
Physical
Balance
Co-ordination
Agility
Psychological
Fun
Performing with positivity

Receiving to dribble
Set up/Rules
Players pass ball into central
players. Central players receive
to turn and dribble through the
centre to the cone diagonally
across and pass to outside cone.
Players move to where they pass
the ball.
Progression
Check to outside to receive
Add a defender in central square
who tries to steal any ball from
attacker moving though the
square.
Coaching Points
Communication
Receiving skills (back foot)
Close control through central area

Technical
Dribbling with both feet
Receiving skills
Tactical
Attacking space
Spatial Awareness
Physical
Balance
Co-ordination
Agility
Psychological
Fun
Performing with positivity

Week 3: Dribbling Under Pressure
TACTICAL PRACTICE

SMALL SIDED GAME

2
2
1

3

2
1

3

Shooting Races
Set up/Rules
First player from each line dribble out around the central cone
and shoot for goal. First player to
score gets a point for their team
Progression
Create a gate and players have
to turn through the gate
Coaching Points
Big touches to attack space
Small touches around the cone
Accelerate into space

1

2

Technical
Dribbling with both feet
Dribbling with head up
Turning
Tactical
Attacking 1v1
Exploiting space
Physical
Balance
Co-ordination
Agility
Psychological
Creative thinking
Performing with positivity
Making better decisions

3

1
Small Sided Game - End Zone
Game
Set up/Rules
Both teams play 1-1-2-1 formation.
Teams score by dribbling into and
stopping the ball in the end zone.
Coaching Points
Big touches to attack space
Small touches when under pressure

Technical
Dribbling with both feet
Dribbling with head up
Turning to change direction
Tactical
Understanding space
When to pass/when to dribble
Physical
Balance
Co-ordination
Stamina
Psychological
Fun
Performing with positivity
Working as a team

Week 4: Passing
TECHNICAL WARM UP

TECHNICAL PRACTICE

2
1
2

2
1

Pass By Number
Set up/Rules
Split players into 3 teams of 4. Each
team number themselves 1-4. Each
team has 1 ball and pass the ball
around in number order.
Progression
Pass to any colour but your own
Pass to feet only
Pass to space only
2 touch only
First team to complete 3 cycles of
1-4
Coaching Points
Positive first touch
Awareness of next pass
Movement to open passing lanes

3

1
Technical
Dribbling with both feet
Passing with inside of foot
Passing with outside of foot
Tactical
Scanning the field
Awareness of pressure & Space
Physical
Balance
Co-ordination
Psychological
Fun
Performing with positivity

Bee’s Nest
Set up/Rules
3 teams of 4. 1 team starts in the
small box as defending team. Other
2 teams start in a half each. Ball
passed into an attacking team. One
defender enters the area to create
4v1. Team must make 2 passes and
then switch ball into other box. A
new defender enters the game.
Progression
Increase number of passes before
ball is switched.
Coaching Points
Movement to open passing lanes
Communication
Spacing - Spread out in area

Technical
Passing with inside of foot
Passing with outside of foot
Receiving skills
Tactical
Attacking space
Spatial Awareness
Physical
Balance
Co-ordination
Agility
Psychological
Fun
Performing with positivity

Week 4: Passing
TACTICAL PRACTICE

SMALL SIDED GAME

2
2
1

3

2
1

3

3v3 Games
Set up/Rules
Play 3v3. When team is defending
one player must drop back into
goal area and become GK to create
3v2 in favour of attacking team.
Progression
Can only score inside area
No GK’s to create 3v3
Coaching Points
Spacing - Spread out into space
Recognize when to pass to feet or
space
Awareness of open space

1

2

Technical
Passing with both feet
Receiving skills
Tactical
Pass to feet or space
Awareness of passing lanes
Physical
Balance
Co-ordination
Agility
Psychological
Creative thinking
Performing with positivity
Making better decisions

3

1
Small Sided Game
Set up/Rules
Both teams play 1-1-2-1 formation.
Reds score by making 5 passes in
a row. White score by kicking ball
into either goal
Progression
Directional game
Coaching Points
Spacing - Spread out into space
Recognize when to pass to feet or
space
Awareness of open space

Technical
Dribbling with boot feet
Passing with inside of foot
Passing with outside of foot
Tactical
Understanding space
When to pass/when to dribble
Physical
Balance
Co-ordination
Stamina
Psychological
Fun
Performing with positivity
Working as a team

Week 5: Passing
TECHNICAL WARM UP

TECHNICAL PRACTICE

2
1
2

2
1

T Warm Up
Set up/Rules
Players in groups of 2-3.
Red players dribble across using
various foot work skills and join
new line. White group pass and
follow pass.
Progression
Switch lines
Coaching Points
Strike through centre of the ball
Inside of the foot to control the ball
Keep ball close to feet
Head up to see traffic

3

1
Technical
Dribbling with boot feet
Dribbling with head up
Passing with inside of foot
Tactical
Scanning the field
Awareness of pressure & Space
Physical
Balance
Co-ordination
Psychological
Fun
Performing with positivity

Passing Square
Set up/Rules
Have one player on each cone.
and two players on the start cone
with a ball. Players pass and follow
keep the ball on the outside of the
square. Players use inside of foot to
pass
Progression
Switch direction
First square to get ball around 3
times win.
Coaching Points
Standing foot next to ball
Strike through centre of the ball
Receive with inside of back foot

Technical
Passing with inside of foot
Receiving skills
Tactical
Attacking space
Spatial Awareness
Switching point of attack
Physical
Balance
Co-ordination
Agility
Psychological
Fun
Performing with positivity

Week 5: Passing
TACTICAL PRACTICE

SMALL SIDED GAME

2
2
1

3

2
1

3

Passing Numbers
Set up/Rules
Split players into two teams and
number each player 1-6. Players
pass ball in number order in two
touches.
Progression
Coach calls a number. That player
moves to other square and tries to
kick ball out of area.
Coaching Points
Scan area for next player in
sequence
Awareness of next pass
Quality of passing

1

2

Technical
Passing with both feet
Receiving skills
Tactical
Passing to feet or space
Exploiting space
Physical
Balance
Co-ordination
Agility
Psychological
Creative thinking
Performing with positivity
Making better decisions

3

1
Small Sided Game
Set up/Rules
Both teams play 1-1-2-1
formation. Teams can score by
making 5 passes in a row or scoring
a goal.
Coaching Points
Spacing - Spread out into space
Recognize when to pass to feet or
space
Awareness of open space

Technical
Dribbling with both feet
Dribbling with head up
Turning to change direction
Tactical
Understanding space
When to pass/when to dribble
Physical
Balance
Co-ordination
Stamina
Psychological
Fun
Performing with positivity
Working as a team

Week 6: Attacking 1v1 Moves
TECHNICAL WARM UP

TECHNICAL PRACTICE

2
1
2

2
1

Dribbling - Figure of 8
Set up/Rules
Players work in pairs with 2 cones.
Players dribble around the cones in
figure of 8 formation
Progression
Toe-Taps around the cones
Foundations around the cones
Use sole of the foot
Inside/outside touches
Right foot only
Left foot only
Backwards
Coaching Points
Keep ball close to feet
Head up to see space
Different surfaces to move ball

3

1
Technical
Dribbling with both feet
Dribbling with head up
Tactical
Scanning the field
Awareness of pressure & Space
Physical
Balance
Co-ordination
Psychological
Fun
Performing with positivity

1v1 Game
Defender passes across to attacker
who tries to dribble through either
goal on opposite side. Play two 1v1
games at the same time to increase
pressure
Coaching Points
Keep ball close to feet
Head up to see space and free goal
Fast movements to beat defender

Technical
Dribbling with boot feet
Receiving skills
Tactical
Attacking space
Spatial Awareness
Defending when outnumbered
Physical
Balance
Co-ordination
Agility
Psychological
Fun
Performing with positivity

Week 6: Attacking 1v1 Moves
TACTICAL PRACTICE

SMALL SIDED GAME

2
2
1

3

Set up/Rules
Central players receive to turn and
attack goal. Player passing in becomes
defender for attacker turning to attack.
Progression
If defender wins they attack other
goal. If other game is done players can
help team mates to create 2v2
Coaching Points
Receiving skills
Moves to unbalance defender
Creativity with 1v1 move

2
1

3

1v1 Moves

1

2

Technical
Dribbling with both feet
Dribbling with head up
Turning
Tactical
Attacking 1v1
Exploiting space
Defending when outnumbered
Physical
Balance
Co-ordination
Agility
Psychological
Creative thinking
Performing with positivity
Making better decisions

3

1
Small Sided Game - 4 goal game
Field Size
40x30 yard area with a goal on each
side
Set up/Rules
Play 4v4. Teams can score in any goal
Progression
Can’t score in same goal twice in a row
Team now must attack 2 goals and
defend 2 goals
Coaching Points
Push & Go
Using the outside of the foot push the
ball into space
Change speed and accelerate after it
Fake & Take
Shift body weight to one side as if to
move in that direction
Using the outside of the other foot
push ball into space

Technical
Dribbling with both feet
Dribbling with head up
Turning to change direction
Tactical
Understanding space
When to pass/when to dribble
Physical
Balance
Co-ordination
Stamina
Psychological
Fun
Performing with positivity
Working as a team

Week 7: Attacking 1v1 Moves
TECHNICAL WARM UP

TECHNICAL PRACTICE

2

2
1

4 Way Dribbling

3

2
1

3

Set up/Rules
Each player has a ball. Players
dribble to same colour cone
opposite the one they are on. High 5
the next player who dribbles to opposite group.
Progression
Toe taps
Foundations
Inside/Outside
Players dribble to cone diagonally
opposite.
A player from both sides dribbles out
now to double the amount of players
working.
Coaching Points
Keep ball close to feet
Head up to see space
Creative footwork to move the ball

1

2

Technical
Dribbling with both feet
Turning
Inside of the foot passing
Tactical
Changing Direction
Recognizing space
Physical
Balance
Co-ordination
Agility
Psychological
Performing with positivity
Fun

3

1
1v1 Moves
Set up/Rules
First player from each line dribbles
towards the cone opposite and
performs a roll over to beat the
cone before dribbling through the
area to the group opposite.
Progression
Scissors
Double Scissors
Coaching Points
Small touches keeping ball close
Head up to see defender
Distance away from defender to
perform move
Close control through traffic

Technical
Dribbling with both feet
Receiving skills
Tactical
Attacking space
Spatial Awareness
Physical
Balance
Co-ordination
Agility
Psychological
Fun
Performing with positivity

Week 7: Attacking 1v1 Moves
TACTICAL PRACTICE

SMALL SIDED GAME

2
2
1
1v1 Moves

3

2
1

3

Set up/Rules
Now add a defender into middle box.
Players perform the 1v1 moves past
the cone and then enter the middle
area trying not to get tagged by
defender. 1 point if they make it
through. Defender gets a point for
each player they tag
Progression
Defender can try and steal the ball.
Player losing ball becomes new
defender
Competition - Team gets a point each
time attacker gets to opposite side.
Coaching Points
Small touches keeping ball close
Head up to see defender
Perform move outside stepping range

1

2

Technical
Dribbling with both feet
Dribbling with head up
Turning
Tactical
Attacking 1v1
Exploiting space

3

1
Small Sided Game
Set up/Rules
Both teams play 1-1-2-1 formation
Coaching Points
Small touches keeping ball close
Head up to see defender
Perform move outside stepping range

Technical
Dribbling with both feet
Dribbling with head up
Turning to change direction
Tactical
Understanding space
When to pass/when to dribble

Physical
Balance
Co-ordination
Agility

Physical
Balance
Co-ordination
Stamina

Psychological
Creative thinking
Performing with positivity
Making better decisions

Psychological
Fun
Performing with positivity
Working as a team

Week 8: Attacking With Overloads
TECHNICAL WARM UP

TECHNICAL PRACTICE

2
1
2

2
1

Ball Manipulation
Set up/Rules
All players have a ball and dribble
inside the area using various parts
of the foot to move the ball
Progression
1 = Toe Taps
2 = Foundations
3 = Roll across body
4 = Inside/Outside
5 = Turn
6 = Swap balls with another player
Coaching Points
Keep ball close to feet
Head up to see space
Use different parts of the foot to
move the ball
Vary speed of dribbling

3

1
Technical
Dribbling with both feet
Dribbling with head up
Tactical
Scanning the field
Awareness of pressure & Space
Physical
Balance
Co-ordination
Agility
Psychological
Fun
Performing with positivity

3v1 Breakout Game
Set up/Rules
3v1 in one half with one defender
in other half. Reds must have 5
touches before breaking out into
other half. Reds need 5 touches
before moving back into starting
half.
Progression
Increase/decrease touches
Coaching Points
Dribble or pass
Draw defender in before passing
Quick support to play on the ball

Technical
Dribbling with both feet
Receiving skills
Tactical
Attacking space
Spatial Awareness
Physical
Balance
Co-ordination
Agility
Psychological
Fun
Performing with positivity

Week 8: Attacking With Overloads
TACTICAL PRACTICE

SMALL SIDED GAME

2
2
1
3v1 Breakout to goal

3

Dribble or pass
Draw defender in before passing
Quick support to play on the ball

2
1

3

Set up/Rules
As above but now defenders protect
goal. Reds can’t shoot until 5 yards
from goal.
Progression
If defender wins possession can they
pass to defender in other half to
counter attack to other goal.
Coaching Points

1

2

Technical
Dribbling with both feet
Dribbling with head up
Passing
Tactical
Attacking 1v1
Exploiting space
Exploiting overloads

3

1
Small Sided Game
Set up/Rules
Both teams play 1-1-2-1 formation
Coaching Points
Remind players of key coaching
points from the session

Technical
Dribbling with both feet
Dribbling with head up
Turning to change direction
Tactical
Understanding space
When to pass/when to dribble

Physical
Balance
Co-ordination
Agility

Physical
Balance
Co-ordination
Stamina

Psychological
Creative thinking
Performing with positivity
Making better decisions

Psychological
Fun
Performing with positivity
Working as a team

